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ABSTRACT
Languages exhibit various strategies to deal
with tune-text conflicts, arising when voiced
segments are insufficient for the realization of
complex tones. In languages with consistent
prosodic or metrical anchors for tones, it has been
observed that selected strategies tend to be either
tune preservation strategies (TPS) or segment
preservation strategies (SPS). However, to our
knowledge no explanation has yet been suggested
for the attested cross-linguistic variation. In this
study we aim to understand what regulates the type
of strategies to deal with tune-text conflicts. We
examined the productive phonology of Brazilian
Portuguese and several varieties of European
Portuguese, previously shown to vary their tunetext adjustments. We concluded that the choice
between TPS and SPS may be correlated with the
language/variety phonological profile: languages
that organize their productive phonology
predominantly around lower phonological levels
tend to select SPS; languages whose phonology is
predominantly organized around higher levels tend
to select TPS.
Keywords: tune-text association, epenthesis,
phonological profile, vowel split, tune truncation.
1. INTRODUCTION
In order to build a sentence, speakers select words
on the basis of factors other than the tonal context
in which those words will appear. Tune-selection is
also blind to the exact words that will be
instantiated in particular tone-landing positions
(e.g. [21]). Tonal categories are typically associated
with reference to prominent metrical positions and
to the boundaries of prosodic domains. In addition,
both pitch accents and boundary tones may be
formed of more than one tone (e.g. [21, 11]), and
the tonal categories, with their respective tonal
complexity, seem to be chosen irrespective of the
details of segmental or metrical context. Therefore,
in many languages it is possible to find words with
a phonological make-up that is not ideal for tune
association, lacking the necessary voiced segments
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for the realization of complex tones or tonal
movements in crucial tone-landing positions. For
example, in Bari Italian yes-no questions are often
assigned a rise-fall-rise contour, i.e. a LH*
associated to the head of the IP followed by a LH% boundary tone sequence ([18, 20]). This means
that in sentences ending in words like ma ‘mum’,
the last syllable is the tone bearing unit (TBU) of
three tones showing opposed pitch movement.
When number and type of segments and tones
do not allow for an optimal association, several
strategies are available across languages that allow
to resolve the emerging conflict. Although it seems
clear that some of the strategies selected may
depend on phonological factors such as particular
(types of) tonal events (e.g. [16, 27]), and that some
languages seem to prefer strategies that preserve the
tune, while others appear to privilege the text
instead ([15, 20]), to our knowledge there has been
no attempt to explain why languages may show a
preference for tune or text preservation.
In this study we investigate the reasons for
cross-linguistic variation in the choice of strategies
to resolve tune-text conflicts (TTC). We will first
look at the kinds of strategies available and their
distribution across languages (section 2). We will
then propose an explanation for the specific
combination of processes selected by various
languages, grounded on the phonological profile of
two pairs of very closely-related varieties or
dialects of Portuguese (section 3). We conclude in
section 4 with a brief discussion and a few final
remarks.
2. AVAILABLE STRATEGIES AND
DISTRIBUTION ACROSS LANGUAGES
Languages employ various sorts of strategies to
deal with TTC, as amply illustrated in the literature
([1, 2, 7, 8, 11, 15-17, 19, 20, 25]), namely: (i) tune
truncation (i.e. tonal targets are not realized); (ii)
undershooting (i.e. tonal targets are only partially
realized); (iii) re-alignment (i.e. tonal targets shift
leftwards); (iv) tune compression (i.e. tonal
movements are realized faster); (v) lengthening (i.e.
segments are realized with increased length); (vi)
segment split (i.e. 1 vowel splits into 2 vowels);

(vii) segment epenthesis (i.e. vowels are inserted for
tune preservation); (viii) blocking or application of
existing processes (i.e. processes that exist
independently of tunes are either blocked or applied
more frequently, resulting in enough segmental
space for tune realization).
Strategies
such
as
tune
truncation,
undershooting, re-alignment, and tune compression
allow for the preservation of the segmental
material, but always at the expense of tonal changes
- from hereon we will call this type of strategies
Segment Preserving Strategies (SPS). By contrast,
strategies like vowel split and epenthesis operating
in order to preserve the tune originate categorical
changes in segments – we will call this kind of
strategies Tune Preserving Strategies (TPS).
In addition to these two classes of strategies,
there is a third kind, whereby existing segmental
phenomena may be used opportunistically for tunepreservation purposes. In this case, there is little or
no change in one dimension (tune or text) in order
to preserve the other (text or tune, respectively).
This may be in part the case of lengthening, since
the contexts where tune-text conflicts arise are
often IP-final, and it is well-known that this is a
domain for final lengthening across languages,
irrespective of TTC (e.g. [21, 11]). Blocking of
vowel deletion and semivocalization is also a way
of preserving the tune not implying adding or
changing segmental material. Finally, vowel
epenthesis may serve purposes other than tune
preservation, as in Bari Italian, where vowel
epenthesis applies at the end of consonant final
loanwords that violate syllable constraints ([20]). In
[20], it is shown that, although vowel epenthesis
increases in TTC contexts, it is found in other
contexts as well (e.g. there is 71% of epenthesis in
questions with a rise-fall-rise vs 53% in
declaratives with a low-fall). Schwa epenthesis has
also been documented in Tashlhiyt Berber.
However, again, according to our understanding of
the data in [19, 29], it is not possible to state that in
this language schwas are inserted as a specific
resort for tune realization, given the variability of
schwa distribution, also appearing in contexts that
do not interact with tones. We will return to
Tashlhiyt in the last section, leaving it out of our
discussion for the time being.
In this study, we will concentrate on the
strategies that are triggered exclusively by TTC.
Table 1 summarises the strategies found in
different languages/varieties, according to the
literature. As it can be seen particular languages
may use more than one strategy. In addition, each
language only seems to employ strategies of TPS or
SPS type, but not both. Finally, TPS strategies, that
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is, those that are exclusively employed to preserve
the tune and that alter the segmental tier, have been
documented in varieties of European Portuguese:
Standard European Portuguese (SEP) and European
Portuguese spoken in Algarve (EP-ALG) and in
Funchal.
Table 1: Tune-text accommodation strategies ([1,
2, 7, 8, 11, 15-17, 19, 20, 25], and references
therein).
Accommodation
strategies
Tune truncation

Selected languages/ language
varieties
Swedish; Northern Standard
German; Palermo and Bari
Italian; Friulian; Brazilian
Portuguese – Atlantic Coast;
European Portuguese – BRA;
Leeds and Belfast English;
Moldavian Romanian; Catalan;
Russian; Seoul Korean

Undershooting

Northern Standard German;
Dutch; Seoul Korean; Catalan;

Compression

Swedish; Southern Standard
British English; Northern
Standard German; Catalan;
Cambridge and Newcastle
English; Seoul Korean; Russian

Re-alignment

Neapolitan Italian; Dutch;
German; Russian

Lengthening

Bari Italian; Standard European
Portuguese

Split

Standard European Portuguese;
European Portuguese – Funchal

Epenthesis

Standard European Portuguese;
European Portuguese – ALE;
European Portuguese – ALG;

Use of existing
processes
. blocking of
deletion
/semivocalization
. epenthesis

Standard European Portuguese;
European Portuguese – ALG;
European Portuguese – Funchal
Bari Italian

Importantly, Table 1 also contains varieties of
Portuguese that select SPS, namely Brazilian
Portuguese (BP) and European Portuguese – Braga
(EP-BRA), which exhibit tune truncation.
Figures 1-2, and corresponding audiofiles,
illustrate the relevant data. Figure 1 shows a yes-no
question ending in a proparoxytone word, with
enough TBU for the realization of L* HL% in BP,
and H+L* LH% in SEP; Figure 2 illustrates tune
truncation in BP and vowel insertion in SEP, when
the last word of the sentence is oxytone.

Figure 1: Yes-no question contour in Southern
BP (top, [6]) and SEP (bottom, [14]), without
tune-text conflicts. Os rapazes compraram
lâminas? (Did the boys buy slides?).

3. THE ROLE OF LANGUAGE
PHONOLOGICAL PROFILE
A look at the distribution of strategies across
languages in Table 1 indicates that constructs such
as rhythmic class are unable to explain the language
groupings obtained. Within the group of SPS, we
find both languages that have been classified as
stress-timed and as syllable-timed, like English and
Catalan, respectively, or as having mixed rhythm,
like BP (syllable- and mora timing) and Seoul
Korean (stress- and syllable timing) ([26, 12, 23]);
and Seoul Korean has been found to show the same
kind of mixed rhythm as SEP ([12]), a TPS variety.
Specific tonal sequences do not seem to explain
the selection of strategies either. In Friulian in TTC
contexts the last L of a L+¡H* L% tune is truncated
([30]), whereas in SEP, in similar contexts the tune
of questions with final narrow focus (L+H* HL%)
is fully realized, showing vowel split or schwa
epenthesis instead ([9]); and while in English L+H*
L-H% is pronounced with compression in TTC
contexts ([21]) and in Seoul Korean the canonical
melody of the Accentual Phrase (LHLH) is
truncated or compressed ([3]), in SEP the melody
L*+H LH% ([9]) displays vowel split or epenthesis.
Here, we will explore the hypothesis that crosslinguistic variation in the selection of SPS or TPS
follows from the language broad phonological
profile. Under this hypothesis, in languages where
productive phonology clusters predominantly
around lower domains, the text (segments,
syllables, foot) is more important than the tune, and
thus these languages will select SPS; by contrast, in
languages where productive phonology reveals less
care for segments, syllables and feet, privileging
more higher-level phonology, the tune is more
important, and thus these languages will select TPS
strategies.
We will test this hypothesis looking at the
productive phonology of two closely related
varieties of Portuguese (plus two less well studied
dialects). The underlying structure and lexical
phonology of the two pairs of varieties is very
similar while the kind of productive phonological
processes varies. Thus, these varieties provide good
testing ground for our hypothesis, limiting the set of
possible explanations for cross-linguistic variation.

Figure 2: Yes-no question contour in Southern
BP (top, [14]) and SEP (bottom, [10]), with tunetext conflicts. Ela foi ver o mar? (Did she go to
see the sea?).

Having observed that (i) there is great crosslinguistic and dialectal variation in the strategies
used for resolving TTC, but (ii) languages seem
to tend to select either SPS or TPS, but not both,
we may put forth the hypothesis that the
selection of the type of strategy in each language
is principled. We develop this idea in section 3.

3.1. Brazilian Portuguese phonological profile

BP is a well-studied variety of Portuguese (e.g. [22,
33, 32] and references therein). Major productive
phonologic processes show the importance of lower
prosodic domains, including: (i) systematic vowel
epenthesis to fulfil well-formedness constraints at
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the syllable level (e.g. the consonant cluster tm in
ritmo triggers vowel epenthesis: [ˈxitʃimu], instead
of [ˈxitmu], ‘rhythm’); (ii) binary rhythmic stress;
(iii) foot-related clipping phenomena (e.g.
professor>prófi ‘teacher’); (iv) nearly one pitch
accent per word, and frequent word internal tones
dependent on words’ number of syllables.
3.2. Standard European Portuguese phonological
profile

In contrast with BP, in SEP productive
phonological processes tend to involve higher
domains and phenomena that span phrasal domains,
changing the segmentals. These include: (i) massive
unstressed vowel deletion across the board, creating
sequences of 6 and more consonants (e.g.
desprevenido [dʃpɾvˈnidu] ‘unaware’, leading to
enhancement of word stress, but also to the unclear
status of the syllable postlexically - [4] put forth the
hypothesis that consonant sequences resulting from
these deletions may remain unsyllabified; (ii)
monophthongisation of /ow/; (iii) no evidence for
the foot domain - in normal speech no rhythmic
stress; no foot-related clipping; (iv) lower prosodic
levels do not bear pitch accent, only the head of IP
is obligatorily assigned a pitch accent, resulting in
sparse tonal distribution, and enhanced marking of
the IP head ([22, 10, 33, 32], a.o.); (v) long
prosodic phrases ([13]).
3.3. Braga European Portuguese phonological profile

Some facts (especially in less educated speakers
and more informal speech), indicate that in EPBRA segments and well-formed syllables are more
important than in SEP and EP-ALG ([28, 31, 24]),
including: (i) diphthongization (or place feature
spreading to preceding Onset) of (at least) labial
stressed vowels - this allows enhancing word stress
without deleting vowels; (ii) less deletion of
unstressed [ɨ] and [u] in word internal position than
in SEP ([28]); (iii) rather frequent realization of [i]
or [ej] in words starting with palatal fricative+C, as
in escola ‘school’ [iʃˈkɔlɐ] ([ʃˈkɔlɐ] in SEP) ([28,
22]); (iv) absence of /ow/ monophthongization; (v)
shorter prosodic phrases ([13]). According to [24],
furthermore, EP Northern dialects show preference
for V1 semivocalization (or vowel preservation)
rather than deletion of unstressed round vowels as a
strategy for across-word hiatus resolution.
3.4. Southern European Portuguese phonological
profile

This variety is less investigated. Nevertheless, a
few facts also distinguish EP-ALG from BRA,
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namely, (i) monophthongization of /ow/ and /ej/
([31]); (ii) no diphthongization of stressed vowels;
(iii) preference for V1 back vowel deletion for
hiatus resolution across words, instead of V1
semivocalization ([24]); (iv) long prosodic phrases
([5]). So, ALG patterns in relevant aspects as SEP.
4. DISCUSSION AND CONCLUSION
The data surveyed here indicate that languages
employ processes to specifically deal with TTC that
either preserve the segmental string but change
tunes (SPS), or preserve tunes but impact on
segments (TPS). It seems that languages tend to
choose either TPS or SPS strategies. According to
our proposal, the broad phonological profile of a
language is at the origin of the choice of one group
of strategies or the other: languages with productive
phonology predominantly clustering around lower
domains select SPS, while languages with
predominant phonology at higher levels select TPS.
Tashlhyit Berber (TB) was not discussed in this
paper. TB (arguably) lacks word stress, allows
words with no vowels and voiced segments,
exhibits quite variable schwa epenthesis, shows
more extreme tonal shifts, and allows for tones to
remain unrealized altogether ([19, 29]). TB thus
differs greatly from the other languages studied so
far with respect to TTC resolution, which, unlike
TB, all show consistent metrical or prosodic
anchoring. We do not exclude the possibility that
TB may represent a third type of language.
Our proposal seems to account for the
distribution of type of TTC strategies found across
languages. Nevertheless, the notion of phonological
profile requires further elaboration, and more
research is needed on the distribution of strategies
for TTC resolution across a larger set of languages
with different phonological profiles.
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